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no further - you're about to unleash your winning potential!

The Importance of a Proper Chassis Setup

The chassis setup of your Sportmod racecar is crucial to achieving optimal
performance on the dirt track. It's not just about having a powerful engine or great
driving skills; having a well-tuned chassis can give you the edge you need to
outperform your rivals.
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A properly set up chassis allows your car to maintain traction, navigate corners
smoothly, and respond effectively to track conditions. With the right adjustments,
you can enhance your car's stability, increase cornering speeds, and find the
perfect balance between grip and control.

The Sportmod Chassis Setup Race Support Guide

Fortunately, there's a comprehensive race support guide available to help you
fine-tune your Sportmod chassis setup. This guide covers everything from basic
concepts to advanced techniques, providing step-by-step instructions, valuable
tips, and secrets from experienced dirt track racers.
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1. Understanding the Basics

Before diving into the specifics, it's essential to grasp the fundamental principles
of chassis setup. This section explains the various components of your Sportmod
chassis, such as springs, shocks, sway bars, and weight distribution. You'll learn
how to evaluate your car's behavior and diagnose any handling problems you
may encounter.

2. Track-Specific Adjustments

Every dirt track has its own unique characteristics, and adjusting your chassis
setup accordingly can make all the difference. This section delves into the
intricacies of track-specific adjustments, helping you tailor your setup to extract
maximum performance. From banking angles to surface conditions, this guide
has you covered.

3. Advanced Techniques for Optimal Performance

Ready to elevate your game? This section reveals advanced techniques used by
elite dirt track racers. From weight jacking to crossweight adjustments and shock
tuning, these insider tips will give you the competitive advantage you've been
searching for.

Click Here for Your Free Sportmod Chassis Setup Race Support
Guide!

Click the link below to get your hands on the ultimate Sportmod Chassis Setup
Race Support Guide. With this comprehensive resource in your toolbox, you'll be
well-equipped to fine-tune your racecar's chassis and unlock your full racing
potential!

Download Now



Don't let your Sportmod chassis hold you back from reaching the winner's circle.
With the Sportmod Chassis Setup Race Support Guide, you'll have the
knowledge and techniques to maximize your performance on the dirt track. Get
ready to leave your competitors in the dust and unleash your winning potential!
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I have written this book for entry to expert level IMCA Sportmod racer. Most of the
initial information provided is just a guide and derived from talking with chassis
builders, successful racers, conducting years of research, attending various
chassis schools and our own trial and error at the track. Not all racers will agree
with everything in this guide, but we believe in it and reading and applying the
information will help you to maximize your racing results. This book will teach you
how setup changes on an IMCA Sportmod will affect the cars handling on the
track. There is no one change that will make every car fast, but understanding
how each change affects a cars handling is the first step in getting faster and
making it to victory lane. The key to being successful on the race track is getting
your setup as close as possible in the shop, adjusting your cars handling to the
current track conditions and then adjusting your driving style to maximize traction
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through all areas of the race track. The driver job is to maximize the limited
traction a dirt car has on the dynamic changing race track conditions.
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